Looking Back :: Looking Ahead

Recent Accomplishments :: Plans for the Future

**Colleen Dungey** ('13) will be interning this summer with CareSource, the leading Ohio health care plan, researching best practices in disease management. **Dongni Wang** ('13) has been accepted to attend the US Foreign Policy Colloquium this summer at Georgetown University. **Maddie Blair** ('13) is now Associate Public Affairs Specialist for Savannah River Remediation, LLC, working as their lead internal communications consultant. **Brandon Boatwright** ('13) has been accepted into the PhD program in Communication at University of Alabama. **Brandon Boatwright, Travis Sanchez** ('14) and **Roth Smith** ('14) presented at Clemson’s first Graduate Research and Discovery Symposium. **Alex Moe** ('14) augmented his sports communication research with jiu-jitsu competitions in Miami, Abu Dhabi and S. Carolina. **Sarah Arbogast** ('13) is Development Officer with Greenville Tech Foundation. **Sara Crocker** ('14) presented research at Florida State University's inter-national graduate symposium, "The Politics of Religion". **Meagan Bates** ('14) and **Megan Stock-hausen** ('14) will intern next fall with Clemson Healthy Campus Initiative. Construction is ongoing for the new Social Media Listening Center, managed by Communication Studies. Plans have been drafted for our Broadcast Production Studio. Next year will continue our partnership with Erwin Penland in our advertising studies initiative. Welcome new faculty **Erin Ash, Chenjerai Kumanyika, and John Spinda**. Plans continue with the Centers for Disease Control for internships and job opportunities.

As our second year ends, we’re very proud of MACTS students’ accomplishments, and excited about plans for the future!
On Facebook and other social media: Search for “Clemson MACTS”

For application and other information, contact:
Director of Graduate Studies,
Dr. Travers Scott